Create Activities for Today’s Workforce

The CD2 Innovator (patent-pending) recreates real world situations through simulations, games, assessments, and targeted activities. This adds a dynamic element to content authoring. Innovator is a fully embedded, internally developed tool that eliminates the need for third party content authoring tools. This allows you to concentrate on building superior interactions using an object-oriented design engine.

HTML5 and Mobile Friendly

Designed to take advantage of the latest web technologies in HTML5, Innovator uses a drag-and-drop interface to visually construct interactions without writing any code. Build user-defined scenarios, activities, simulations, and games - compatible with mobile devices and easy to deploy without additional effort.

Full Media Support

Objects can be created from all media formats: images, audio, and video. Dynamically add, remove or update content elements on-the-fly, keeping content current. Make changes once, deploy everywhere, instantly.

Revolutionary Tracking

Track every click/touch through audit paths and checkpoints. (More in-depth data collection than third party tools.) Using a path-matching algorithm, Innovator logs and scores each user’s path by tracking and reporting the interaction.

Visual Drag-and-Drop Interface

Using the library of pre-built templates, you can easily add content elements to quickly create new interactions. Once your Innovator activity is created, save it as a template and expand your library.

Awards & Recognition:

- 2016 Top 20 Authoring Tool - TrainingIndustry.com
- 2015 Unique Learning Technology - Brandon Hall Group Silver Award